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PURPOSE 

The purpose of this research was to find out, if possi-

ble, the effect on the contact potential difference of two 

metals, of immersion of one of them in different gases. 

HISTORY 

It has long been known that if two dissimilar metals 

such as say zinc and copper are brought into contact and then 

separated, each acquires a charge, in this case, the.copper 

negative and the zinc positive. The real reason for this 

acquisition of charge' by dissimilar metals has been the ob-

ject of much controversy. For some :tine, it was held that 

there !Vas an actual difference of potential between the met-

als of such a value that when they were brought into contact·, 

electricity flowed in such a direction as would bring the two 

metals to a state.of equipotential and that the amount of elec-

-~ tricity which flowed from one metal to the other could be meas-

ured by the charge acquired by them. 

This explanation of the action of two dissimilar metals 

on contact has served very well up until comparatively re-

cently. Many experiments were performed to show the existence 

of such Pds. First among these were the experiments of Volta, 

which showed that such a Pd. existed but did not evaluate it. 

The first evaluation ofthe contact Pd. was made by Kohlrausch1 

in .1851, who arranged a pair of plates of dissimilar metals so 

1 Gray--A Treatis on Electricity and Magnetism. pp. 448-450 



that they formed a condenser. The metals were brought close 

together, connected metallically for a moment and then this 

connection broken and the plates separated, one be_!n3;b?n-

. nected to the ground and the other being brought into contact 

with the indicator of a Dellman electrometer. The deflection 

of the electrometer was noted and then the operation was re-

peated with a Daniell cell interposed between the plates in 

the connecting wire. In this way, the contact Pd. was eval-

µted, knowing the e.m.f. of the cell. 

In all of these early experiments, the ~ds. of the 

metals were of course always-measured in air. A little later 

a series of experiments were made py Clifton of Oxford (18?6) 

and Ayrton and Perry1 in which the contact Pds. between metals 

·and solutions were measured. From their experiments, the 

e.m.f. of a Daniell cell was calculated by addition ofthe 

contact pote~tials of the substances in contact·. 'l'he results 

are as follows: 

Daniell Cell 

Substances in contact 

Copper and saturated cuso4 solution 
Saturated cuse4 and saturated Znso4 solutions 
Saturated ZnS04 and zinc 
Zinc and copper 

Total 

Observed 

.Pd. (vol ts) 

.o?o· 
0095 
.430 
l~'750' 

1.155 
1.10 

Thia calculated Pd., thrugh surprisingly close to the ac-

- tual Pd., must be said, in the light of the present day knowl-

edge of single electrode potentials, to be somewhat in error. 

For example, it is known now that the Pd. of copper against a 

saturated solution of copper sulfate is in the neighborhood 
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of .6 volt while the results above show it to be only .O?O 

volt. 

Pellat in 1881 made a long series of tests.on metals, 

using the balancing method of measurement, previously de-

signed and used on some unpublished researches by Lord Kel-

vin. The method consisted of making two parallel plates of 

dissimilar metals the plates of a condenser and balancing a 

known variable potential against the potential of contact 

so that when the plat.es were separated, one being connected 

to the ground and the other to the indicator of an electro-

meter, there would be no deflection of the electrometer. 

In other wo~ds, the potential was adjusted until the con-

denser formed by the plates of dissimilar metals had no 

charge because the plates were at the same potentiai. 

The materials of which the connecting wires are made 

in such a method is immaterial, because, in any series .of 

metallic conductors, all e.m.f.'s due to contact cancel 

out except the contact e.m.f. of the end materials. In 

eqt;\ation form, denoting the contact potential between two 

met(;l.ls by the vinculum interposed between them, this may 

be expressed as follows: 

Cu/Pt t Pt/Ag t Ag/Zn : Cu/Zn 

P~llat's measurements, all of which were made in air, 

cheqked ·this rule to within experimental error. He made at-

tempts at measuring contact Pds. in different gases, but his 

results indicated that as long as no chemical action took 

place, the contact potentials remained practically the same. 

As far as is known, he made no attempt to remove the air film 

from the surfaces of the metals, so that no results would be 
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expected. 

The presence of gas films on the surfacws of metals was 

fully recognized in a research performed by Mr. Frederick 

Spiers in 1899. The results of this research were published 

in the Philosophical Magazine for january, 1900. He used the 

balance method of measurement and evidently succeeded in re-

moving · some of the surface gas films by heating at very low 

pressures. 

His apparatus consisted of a long and rather narrow 
glass tube . in which his two metal plates (also long and 

ratber narrow) were suspended lengthwise. By tilting the 
tube at the correct angle, the plates could be made to hang 

very close together and the movable plate was brought away 
from the other by means of a small electro-magnet placed 

outside of the tube. Part of the time this movable plate 

was of iron, allowing the magnet to attract it alone, but 

when the moyable plate·was aluminum, a piece of iron was 
fastened to its back in order to use the magnet. Nothing was 

said as to whether ·magne.tism in the iron altered the contact 
Pds.·or not. Heatir.ig of the metals was accomplished by apply-

ing two Bµnsen fl:ames to the Vihole system, glass, plates and 
all. This rather awkward application of heat to be sure 

helped in evacuation of the tube and there is little doubt 

but that it removed part of the surface film ye~ it seems 

that the probability of its accomplishing the desired result 

would not be very great. Also a glass surface is not an ex-

tremely good electrostatic insulator and ·his insulation was 

totally effected by glass. He was troubled so·mewhat with 

oxidation of aluminum and iron which he was balancing against 
{4) 



platinum. In one case~ he attributed a contact potential of 

zero between iron and platinum to the fact that th~ iron had 

a coating of o·xide over it, saying that oxidation always causes 

contact activity of metals to disappear. 

In Millikan•s work on the ~instein photoelectric. equation2 

he was forced to measure contact potentials between a faraday 

cylinder of copper oxide and freshly cut lithium and sodium 

surfaces. He found th!~ ~ol1ta_c_ t Pds ..•. to be real and fairly con-

stant, showing that oxidation does not reduce the contact ac-
tivity of a metal to any very marked degree. 

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

Since it was evident in the light of past experiments 

that the medium in which the metal was immersed did have some-

thing to do with the contact Pd. if the surface films could be 

removed. our apparatus was designed to remove as completely as 

possible any such film. We thought it also desirable to de-

termine t.i1e effect of change of atmosphere on one of the mete.ls· 

alone, leaving the other in its previous condition. The only 

obstacle in tl1e way of realization of such· a scheme was the 

question as to whether a dielectric interpQsed between the 

two dissimilar metals would alter in any way -the contact Pd. 

To determine this. a short preliminary research was carried 

out. Copper and zinc were used as the dissimilar metals. 

The Pd. between them was first measuredin· air with nothing 

placed between the plates. The original setup is given dia-

gramatically in Figure l. · The zinc tends to lose electrons 

2 ·Phys. Rev. Vol. 7 No. l p. 18 1916 
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to the copper. This tendency is balanced by the counter e.m.f. 

of the potentiometer, so that, when the contact points are 

~eparated at P and the condenser plates separated by.moving the 

gro·unded copper pl.ate, there is no deflection on the electrome-

ter. The read"ing of the voltmeter gives the contact potential 

directly. 

The whole apparatus was inclosed in a wire cage measuring 

30 inches on each edge and built of bare metal fly screen 

stretched over a light wooden.frame. It was found that this 
would eliminate inductive charges from without and annoying 

electrostatic.influences. ·This screen was set on a stone pier 

and securely soldered to a ground wire. Inside were placed the 

metal plates, 3 dry cells, potentiometer, two contact points, 

quadrant electrometer, with its high potential battery, and 

slide for movable plate. 

The values of the Pds. measured between the zinc and COP-

per plates varied from .58 volt to .9 volt, ~epending on 

whether the surfaces of the metals were left untouched or were 

cleaned by rubbing with fine emery cloth and wiping clean with 

cheese cloth. Immediately after clean~ng in this way the~Pd. was 

.9 volt. 

In about three hru rs it had dropped to 

.82 volt. 

After three days it registered steadily 

.60 volt. 

When the contact Pd. had reached this steady value, a 

thin piece of glass was. interposed between the two plates. 

The Pd. in this case varied from 0 to 2 volts, depending 

evidently upon the condition of the. glass. 
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Before glass was inserted · After glass was ins~rted 

This was attributed to charges which might have been resident 

on the glass due to handling or rubbing against some other 

material. · In order to determine definitely w~ether or not 

charges on the glass ~ .weie responsible for the variations of 

the Pd. measured, a piece of copper wire was inserted between 

the glass and its hard rubber support and the other end 

grounded. Then a flame was played _lightly over the surface 

of the glass. These two things were done in order to r~move 

all charges fro~ the surface o·f the glass. There is little 

doubt but that this was accomplished and that the plate was 

brought to zero potential (relative) as far as its position 

would allow it to be brought to such a potentia.l. :But the 

contact potential now registered from 1.34 volts to 2 volts. 

Upon removing the glass the Pd. would immediately drop back 

to .6 vott. After giving the situation some serious thought, 

it was concluded that the false value for the contact Pd. ob-

tained with glass interposed was due to tne fact that when 

the air was ionized in , the neighborhood of the glass plate, 

the negative potential applied to the zinc plate (which was 

left appli~d continuously) caused the glass plate to take on 

a positive charge sufficient to balan-ce the attraction ofthe 

negative charge on the zinc plate for it. Then enough more 

potential would. have to be applied to the zinc to overbalance 
the contact potential against the copp~r, because the copp~r, 

( ?) 



on being brought close to the :positively charged and now in-

sulated glass plate, would take on a negative charge on being 

earthed.· Thus ·the whole system would be in equilibrium, with 

the value of the negative :potential applied to the zinc as the 

new zero. T~e total therefore would be greater than the real 

contact potential by "the amount that was on the zinc when the 

air around .the glass plate was ionized. 

To obviate this difficulty, the copper, glass ~nd zinc 

were all grounded when the flame was applied to the glass. . 

el ectrome.ter 

Ground 

The ground connection .-to the glass plate was broken first, 

then the zinc ground connection was broken and a negative 

potential applied to it. The copper ground connection was 

then broken and the copper plate which was connected to the 

insulated quadrants of a Dolezalek quadrant electrometer was 

drawn away, decreasin~ the ca:paci ty of the condenser. With 

this method of procedure, the contact Pd. again ·was found to 

be in the neighborhood of .6 volt. It was therefore con-

cluded that the interposition of a dielectric did not alter 

the contact Pd. between two metals in air ·, provided it had 

been reduced to zero (ground) :potential first and then well· 

insulated~rom both the metal plates. 



There was one thing which rather hindered the use of 

glass and that was the fact that it reduced very markedly the 

sensitivity of the condenser method because it separated the 

plates so far. · This reduction of sensitivity could be elim-
inated or at least substantially lessened by the use of some 

material whose dielectric constant was greater than that of 
glass. With this end in view, different metals were inter-

posed in place of . the glass, the same precautions ·being ob-

served '-as to grounding as· before. In every case ·the sensi-
. ' . ' 

tivi ·ty . was increased very · greatly ove~ the glass and the con-

tac~ potential of ~he copper and zinc in question measured 

ea~ ily to ·-.01 volt. 

It simply remained then to arrange the parallel plates 

so t.hat one could be held in some sort of a container which 

could be evacuated and refilled with a gas and the other 
placed outside of the container with the insulated piece of 
metal forming that part of the boundary of the container be-

tween the two. A method for outgl owing the metal in the con-

tainer also had to be provided for. These specifications were 

combined in the following plan. 

· A Woulfe flask was decided upon as the container for the 

metal to be tested because of its. three openings ~t one end, 

two of. which could be used for inserting the supports for the 

metal while the third could be used for pumping. The bottom 

of the flask was cut off and the edge ground smooth so that a 
plate of brass could be sealed upon· it with sealing wax. The 

metal was a :piece of :platinum foil, 2" x 4" x ·· ,1 " It was 
nnm 

gold soldered with an electric arc welder to heavy copper 
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leads which were to be used as supports for it in the flask. 

These leads were turned down slightly at the ends where the 

foil was soldered to them and bent at right angles as ahovm in 

Figure 2. After the foil was soldered to the leads it was 

wrapped around each lead once which reduced its effective area 

to 2'' x 2. 5". This was necessary for three reasons: First 

to bring the corners of the foil farther away from the sides 

of the flask, thus insuring clearance of the sealing wax at 

the point of s·eal be'tween the glass and the brass :plate which 

was to form the bottom of the flask, second, to insure uniform 

· heating throughout the foil on passage of an electric current 

through it, and third, to expose only platinum on the surface 

which was to be one plate of the condenser. 

The platinum foil and leads, when ready, were inserted 
into the flask, the leads being up through the outside holes 

of the . flask and fastened in place by tight fitting tapering 
.cork stoppers fitted over them and pushed tightly up into the 

. necks. Both leads were then sealed inside and out with Bank 

of England sealing wax, after they had been· adjusted so that 

the surface of the foil was about lmm. from the bottom edg'e 

of the flask and was as level as possible. The heavy brass 

plate was then. sealed on to the bottom of the. flask, also with 
Bank of England sealing wax, by slowly heating the plate with 

a ring of wax on it. and .seating the flask (which had also been 
warmed) on it, pressing it down firmly .• 

. By means of a 110 ·- 3 volt A. c. transformer with a con-

troling rheostat placed in the high tension side, 100 amperes 

could be sent through the platinum foil which was placed in the 

(10) 





lovr tension side of the transformer; sufficient to heat the 

foil ·to .a white heat. On account of the danger of melting 

the wax, heating frequently to a red heat for ·a short time 

was resorted to instead. . '£he amount · of current necessary to 

.heat· the foil to red and white heats was det·ermined before · 

it , was placed " in the flasl(. 40 ·amperes D. C. sent through 
... 

it heated .it only so that it'felt warm to the touch. '!'he 

:particular piece of foil in hand contained a trace of ir-

. ridium. The wax . seals .on 'the cop!)er leads served to make 

the flask gas tight and atthe. s.ame time . insulated the leads 

from the . gla~s ·electrosta ti.ct:J.lly ~ When assembled, the· 

stretched platinum. foil was just below the brass plate, par-
. ' . 

. allel to it and about one-sixteenth inch from it. Figure 3 

shows the container indetal.1. 

Into the middle neck of the flask a length of pyrex 

tubing,< 10 mm in .diameter and with . charcoal bulb attached 

was sealed in the. same manner as ·the copper leads. Through 

this, gases were introduced and pumped out. The charcoal was 

used to remove any water vapor that.might not have been taken 

up by the calcium chloride vessel on the intake line and also 

·. to· help .evacuate . the flask. - On exhausting or removing gas es 

from the flask, the charcoal was heated with an asbestos cov-... , ; 

ered electric heater • . · For vacuum it was then cooled with an 

iced salt water solution in a Dewar flask. For gases it was 

allowed to slowly .cool to room temperature during the run. 

A short piece of wire was sealed into the tube about 8 inches 

from where it entered the flask. The purpose of this sealed-

in wire was to test the'· vacuum obtaine.d by an electric dis-

.. · (.11) 





charge. 

The high voltage battery was the water cell type a.nd 

consisted of pairs ot bent copper ainc strips soldered to-

gether.· There were 100 cells in series but becaus·e of short-

ing and other e.m.f. losses, ·the voltage .measured only 90 

volts. It was used to rr.ia.intain ·a high potential on the vane 

of the electrometer. ~he potentiometer was a slide wire 

rheostat, (?2 ohms - - 3 amps.) across which three dry cells 

in series; were connected~ 

The electrometer, which was a very good· one, was the 

quadrant type, made by Pye & Co., c'ambridge, England. 

~, .. The ·contact . points used were the standard type; hard 

rubber insulating base on ·top of which was screwed a small 

metal cup or container for the mercury. Above, a suspended 

platinum point dipped into the mercury. 

· . ·. The pump used was a "Ffyvac" pump made by the Central 

Scientific Co. 

As in the preliminary· experiment, all the apparatus ex-

cept the pump and the voltmeter was put · inside of the screen 

cage. · Silk thr~ads attached to trie contact points · served to 

raise the small platinum wires out . of the mercury and thus 

break contact. The potentiometer was regulated by means of 

stronger cords stretched from the sliding contact in either 

d~rection along the resistance coil and out through opposite 

faces of the cage, so tha.t the contact could be pulled either 

way at will by an operator outside of the cage. 
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SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN OPERATION 
Trouble was experienced from the first in arranging the 

wires that were moved when the movable plate was moved in 

such a manner that they moved a minimum distance .with respect 

to any other conductor in the system. Of course, any two 

wires in the system at different potentials formed a condenser 

whose capacity changed as the wires moved. This trouble was 

especially noticed in connection with the conductor between 

the movable :plate and the insulated quadrants, because near 

this wire was the high potential lead from the positive ter-

minal oft.he 90 volt.battery to the vane of the electrometer, 

In the first arrangement of the apparatus, these two wires 

ran parallel to each other for about four inches, When the 

plate was moved the wire copnecting it and the insulated 

quadrants moved with respect to the high potential wire about 

an eighth of an inch, which gave a deflection of about 5 cm. 

on the scale. When this wire was placed so that it moved awa:y 

from instead of towards the high potential wire, the deflec-

tion was of the same magnitude in the opposite direction. To 

eliminate this difficulty, this wire was turned at right an-

gles to the high potential wire and .fastened permanently to 

the mercury cup on to:p of the hard rubber post on the contact 

points and another connection was made between this point and 

.the movable plate. This last mentioned connection was ef-

fected by the use of three wires as shovm in Figure 4. The 

wire leading from the :plate and the wire leading from the 

contact :points were both of .rather large g~ge and not very 

flexible. These two stiff wires were connected by a finer 
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flexible wire which allowed an inch or two of motion between 

the two. This allowed motion of the plate with very little 

motion of any wire with respect to any other wire near it. 

A zinc shield was placed above the movable plate and on 

the same support so that it moved up and down with the plate. 

It was grounded by metallic contact with the screen. This 

shield prevented the possibility of there being any condenser 

action between the plate and the top of the cage as it was 

moved towards it or away from it. 

Another obstacle that was encountered was that of making 

the wax-cop:per seal gas tight. When both wax and copper were 

hot the seal was gas tight but when both cooled, the copper 

evidently shrunk away from the wax, leaving a gas passage be-

tween the two. This was rather effectually stopped by drawing 

the wax out over the surface of the copper for a considerable 

distance from .the seal Jn a very thin layer so that there was 

very little .offset where the end of the wax surface met the 

copper surface. With this arrangement, fair vacuums were 

attaincid and held for several hours. 

The system was tested for electrostatic leaks between the 

brass plate and the copp·er leads and practically none were 

found to exist. 

The introduction of the various gases was effected by 

means of a three-way stop-cock inserted between the pump and 

the charcoal bulb. 

OPERATION, RESULTS .AND CO:N"CLUSION 

The results here given were all taken with zinc as the 

movable plate and ·platinum as the fixed J?late. Both the sur-
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faces were· rubbed with crocus paper and allowed to stand sev-

eral days in the atmosphere so that they were in a fairly 

stable condition as far as potential difference was concerned. 

The flask was first exhausted in order to be sure that a 

fairly good vacuum was attainable. While the pump was going 

the charcoal bulb was heated to drive off some of the occluded 

gases in it. When it was evident that the condition of the 

seals and the charcoal ~ould produce a good vacuum, the pump 

was stopped, the stop-cock ope~ed and air was allowed to enter, 

bringing the flask back to the same condition as that before 

the pump was started. The Platinum had not been outglowed. 

after standing one hour in order to assure equilibrium con-

ditions the contact Pd. was measured and found to be 

• 98 ·volt (zinc pos. to platinum) 

Immediately after taking this measurement the pump was 

started and the charcoal bulb heated. In about 20 minutes, 

when the pump had become quiet, ·the charcoal bulb was immersed 

in an iced salt water solution the temperature of which was 

about -10°c. The platinum foil was outglowed 6 times at in-

tervals of about 3 minutes. Each time it was heated to a 

light red heat and held in this condition for 15 or 20 seconds. 

With this treatment the contact Pd. rose to 
J 1.0? volts 

or nearly .1 volt moxe than it was in air. The vacuum ob-

tained was estimated to be about 1 mm by the nature of a dis-

charge sent through the flask using the brass plate as one 

electrode and the -sealed in electrode on the intake line as 

the other. The ~ischarge showed striations and was of a very 
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light lavendar color, almost transparent. · For a period of one 

hour at least after this discharge, no· measurements could be 

taken as a·result of charges which had been left on the inside 

of the glass container a~d on the wax. The above ~d. was 

measured about 3 minutes after the last outglowing of the foil 

but before the charge was sent through. It indicates rather 

decisively that the removal of the surface of film had been ac-

complished and that the difference between the~ds. was a 

direct result of this removal. 

Next, the flask was washed out sev.eral times· with hydro-

gen by means of the three-way stop-cock. Between the· hydrogen 

cylinder and the stop-cock was a calcium chloride drying tube 

used to dry the hydrogen thoroughly before· it entered the 

flask. Finally the flask was filled with hydrogen and the 

contact Pd. measured. It was 

1.08 volts 

During the washings with hydrogen the platinum foil was 

outglowed several times. There seemed to be a small rise in 

the :potential difference. The charcoal bulb had not been 

heated, and it was thought that perhaps the hydrogen was dis-

placing some of the occluded ge.s es in it. The ptunp was there-

fore started again and the charcoal heated for about t hour 

and. then allowed to cool to· room temperature while the flask 

was washed with hydrogen several times again and the platinum 

outglowed 5 times more. The Pd. then was measured in hydro-

gen. It was found to be 

1.10 volts 

This was one hour after the first hydrogen had been let 
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in. In order to see if the effect was due to slow abs.orption 

the flask was left full of hydrogen for 5 hours. The Pd. then 

measured 
1.10 volts 

It was allowed to stand 19 hours longer. The Pd. then 

,measured 

1.11 volts 

A little more hydrogen was let in to make up for that 

which the· charcoal had occluded and the Pd. again measured. 

It was found to be still 

1.11 volts 

'fhe pump was started again and the hydrogen pumped out 

of the flask. The flask was then washed out several times 

with oxygen, the platinum being heated 61-.times at intervals 

as before. The charcoal bulb was also heated strongly for 

about 15 minutes and allowed to COC?l to room temperature in 

the oxygen atmosphere. The Pd. in the oxygen atmosphere about 

20 minutes after the first oxygen had been let in was 

1.00 volt 

The flask was evacuated again and washed out 4 times more 

with oxygen, the platinum being ou~glowed each ~ime. At the 

end of 40 minutes of such treatment, the ~d. was still 

1.00 volt 

·Three and one-half hours later the Pd. was 

·.98 volt 

The pump was then started again and the flask _evacuated. 

The charcoal was heated strongly for 15 minutes and then 

cooled in an iced salt sotution. ·The platinum was outglowed 

six· times. At the end of the process the Pd. in the vacuum 
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measured .again 

1.0? volts 

This.was an exact check on the former result obtained 

·· in a vacuum. lt will also be not iced that the result obtained 

in oxygen was the same as the result obtained in air, ·showing 

that the oxygen in the air produced the same effect upon the 

surface of the platinum as the pure oxygen ·atmosphere. 

In order to satisfy ~urselves that our results were cor-

rect, the whole process . was repeated. Hydrogen was again 

admitted in the same manner as before, i.e. with outglowing 

of platinum and heating and .cooling of the charcoal. In one 

hour ·the Pd. measured 

1.11 volts 
·-

Three hours later it measured 

1.11 volts 

Oxygen was then admitted and the Pd. fell to 

1~01 . volts 

Tyie~ty-three hours later it still measured 

1.01 volts 

This was considerable of a discrepancy·r:rom the former 

value of • 98 · vo~ t but might have been due to : two things. ( 1) 

Heating the :platinum so vigorously might have smoothed its 

surface some. ·It was observed in the preliminary experiment 

on · zinc and copper that any roughing up of metallic surfaces 

·made the metal appear more positive and it is reasonable to 

bei'ieve that smoothing would have the opposite effect. (2) 

Heating the copper'.leads continuously with a gas flame depos-

. i ted a thin coating of carbon on the wax coverings near the 
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seal which was distinctly visible toward the last of the ex-

periment. This no doubt caused a small electrostatic leak 

between the brass plate and the copper leads. 

The oxygen was finally removed and air .allowed to enter, 

the platinum being cglowed and the charcoal heated and allowed 

to cool as before •. In one hour the Pd. in air registered 

l.01 volts 

/a check on the preceding value for oxygen. 

Before· zinc had been decidedupon as the movable plate 

of the system several tests similar to those described above 

were made with nickel. as the movable plate. While the results 

show qualitatively the same effect of the vacuum and hydrogen 

on the platinum,· the whole ~ystem .at tbat time showed unmis-

,takable signs of electrostatic leaks. Tests-· made across the 

insulators confirmed the conclusion. Q,uantitatively there-

fore, these results would be somewhat in error and are there-

.· fore not given. · .The nickel also seemed to -behave rather er-

ratically. In £act, once ·the indications seeme~ to show that 

even if the leaks were allowedfor, the Pd. between the two 

changed in sign, i.e. the ni ck~l became for a short time 

negative to the platinum. At this time it was taken out and 

polished with fine emery cloth, and upon being put back, it 

was found that it had regained its positive potential with 

respect to the .platinum. 

One thing that was found to be essential to the proper 

working of the apparatus was that the copper leads be warmed 

occasionally; enough to feel warm to the touch. At ti~es, 

especially after the apparatus· had stood for a considerable 
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length of time at the temperature of the room, the first at-
tempts at balancing the contact Pd. between the two metals 
would result in values much higher than the values obtained 
on previous occasions. If then a flame were applied to the 
copper leads long enough for them to absorb sufficient heat 
to feel warm to the touch, the contact !'d. would drop to its 

·rormer value almost immediately. No · certain explanation for 
this peculiar phenomenon could be found, but the following 
may be offered.· 

W.hen the copper leads were sealed with wax, the glass 
and copper Vfere both warmed up to the temperature of' the 
meltedwa~, or thereabouts. When the system cooled, the co:p-
per, having a greater coefficient of expansion than the glass 
and wax, shrunk away from the wax, leaving a very minute space 
between the two surfaces. · At first, before the wax was drawn 
down over the copper, as explained before in this discussion, 

·this shrinkage amounted to enough to cause considerable of a 
gas leak. In this case, when the wax and copper were warmed 

the leak would stop, which located the leak conclusively at 
the junction. The two surfaces so close together could be 
considered as:. ?- condenser VThich would take a charge when a 
positive potential was placed upon the copper. Any charge 
thus :placed upon the wax far up on the inside of the sleeve 

which covered the ~op:per viould be hard to remove by an or-
dinary method such as :playing a flame over its exposed sur-
face. But if the copper could be made to expand and fill 
:up· the space, the charge would be conducted off. At least, 

the observed results would lead one to believe that such was 
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the case. 0 At such times; a brief playing of the flame over 

the surface of the wax was not effective. 

The results of this ·bit of .research seem to confirm the 

growing tendency of observers to believe that· the so called 

contact . pote~tial. between dissimilar metals ·is in part at 

least a function of the gas or substance in which the metal 

is immersed. ·They further indicate that the potential of 

platinum immersed in hydrogen is about .1 volt more .negative 

than the pot_ential of platinum in the air, since· there is no . 

reason·· to believe that the zinc plate had anything whatever 

to do with the consistent changes observed in the contact Pd. 

Mr. Spi ers3, refers. to an article of Lord Kelvin 1 s where in it 

is said tbat Lord Kelvin made the observation that a platinum 

plate. soaked in hydrogen was temporarily .1 volt positive to 

another platinum plate not so treated. Our results mean just . 

_ the opposite of this statement • . Although Spiers intimated· 

" that .his results confirmed Lord Kelvin's statement; it is hard 

to see how he substantiates his claim, . as in his apparatus, 

both aluminum .and platinum were immersed in hy~rogen so that 

··the effect of such an atmosphere on either alone would be hard 

to determine. 

Again, "s _in'?e platinum does not oxidize at all readily, 

and does not combine chemically with hydrogen, the metal . 

itself probably remained th~ same throughout the entire pro-
. ' . 

. cess, the atmosphere in which it was immersed only ch~nging. 

This eliminated any possibility of the changes in Pd. being 

3. . Phil. Mag • . Vol. 49 Art. · 4, p. 82 • . 
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due . to oxides: or any ·other chemical combination of metal and 

. gas. 

Although the vacuum was only.fair, it is very likely 

that _the very; definite change of the contact Pd. observed with 

the platinum in it was due .to the fact that the surface film 

had at least been temporarily removed by the outglowing. It 

seemed rather odd th~t the :platinum should be more negative 

in hydrogen than in a vacuum~ and indeed this may not have been 
·' true. The Pd. measured in the vacuum obtained may have been 

·· . anO. no doubt was due J in :part at least to the little bit of gas 

· ,remaining in· the flask, though readings were taken as soon ·as 

possible after the last outglowing. However, w~ think the re-

sµ.]. ts in oxygen and hydrogen maybe taken as accurate to at 

·least .01 volt • . 

All the potential difference measurements were taken with 

a Sieman-Halske voltmeter, three volt scale. 

From the :point of view of electro-chemistry it may be 

inte!!esting to ,note that the Pd. measured with the :platinum 

immersed in hydrogen gave just the potential difference that 

might be calculated for the potential difference that would 

.exist between oxygen and hydrogen electrodes immersed in a 

solution normal with respect to the hydrogen ion {l.12 volt). 

9n the other hand, when oxygen was admitted and the platinum 

was soalced with oxygen the Pd. did not even begin to a:pproach 

.anything like a zero value, which apparently ought to follow 

if the effect is due to the hydrogen electrode. Along this 

line of reasoning it is evident that nothing definite may be 

said except that the change from the oxygen. to the hydrogen 



was accompanied by a change toward the negative of the poten-

tial of the platinum foil. 

The co_nclusions that may be drawn from this work may be 

briefly summed as follows: 

(1) ·- The gas in which a metal is imu1crsed nas a 

definite effect on its contact pote~tial with any 

other metal. 

(2) Platinum is more negative as determined from 

its .contact :Potential, in a vacuum than in air. 

(3) Platinum is about .1 volt more negative in 

hydrogen than in oxygen, as determined from its 

contact potential. 

In concluding this article, we wish to thank all who 

have helped us in this work and especially Dr. F. E. Kester 

for his aid in making apparatus, for his many hel:pful ·sug-

gestions and for the interest he has taken in the work. We 

wish also to thank Dr. Cady for his suggestions and fo·r sup-

plying the hydrogen needed in the tests that were made. 
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